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THE EVOLUTION OF TRAFFIC STANDARDS 

JAMES I. LEE 

BELL CANJ...DA 

ABSTRACT 

The objective of this paper is to 
survey some of the evolutionary changes in 
the traffic standards most commonly used by 
Bell Canada together with the methods and 
rationale used to make those changes. 

A discussion of the main character
istics and impacts of new services is used 
to suggest some of the directions in which 
traffic standards may need to be developed. 

The paper concludes with a description 
of the mechanisms that have been estab
lished to ensure that Bell Canada's traffic 
standards continue to evolve in a rational 
fashion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

"A good product for a fair price" is 
usually a necessary condition for commer
cial success. The main product of a tele
phone operating company is service. The 
quality of this product is judged by 
comparison with service objectives that are 
collectively known as traffic standards. 

In the public switched telephone 
network, traffic standards specify the 
quality of service the telephone company 
selects to provide to its customers. In 
private corporate networks, it is often 
left up to the purchaser to determine the 
service levels that are acceptable, gener
ally on the basis of what he is willing to 
pay for the equipment required. Regardless 
of which party selects the objectives, it 
is generally true that extremes are costly. 
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Clearly then, it is of fundamental 
importance to design traffic standards in a 
way that strikes a good balance between: 

customer service expectations, and 

switch and 
performance. 

network cost and 

Traffic standards are not static. The 
influences of new technology and of the new 
services permitted by this technology, 
produce a continuing need to reassess the 
validity of the cost-service balance 
represented by the traffic standards exist
ing at the time. 

Conversly, traffic standards can 
affect the evolution of technology by 
influencing equipment designers. Standards 
can also play a role in determining custom
er expectations by influencing network 
per~ormance: customers will become accus
tomed to these levels of performance (and 
will come to expect them) through prolonged 
exposure. 

Thus, it is of practical importance to 
review, from the operating company's 
perspective, the following three questions: 

What do traffic standards influence? 

What forces influence standards? 

What mechanisms are available to ensure 
that standards evolve in a rational way? 

These questions are considered in this 
paper, against a backdrop of evolving tech
nology and services. 

2. THE INFLUENCE OF TRaFFIC STANDARDS 

Within Bell Canada, traffic standards 
cover a diverse number of functional 
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concerns, including: 

network accessibility (measured by 
dial tone delay), 

network switchability (measured by 
blocking), 

traffic routing arrangements, and 

numbering plans. 

Each traffic standard has two primary 
applications: 

1. Equipment and/or Systems Design: 

Traffic standards are included in 
Performance Requirement Documents 
(PRD's) which are submitted to 
manufacturers and system develop
ers. The service objectives spec
ified in these documents establish 
the performance levels to which 
this equipment or system design 
must conform. 

2. Switch and Network Operational 
Performance: 

Traffic standards are used in the 
development of capacity tables and 
related operational practices. 
These are used for the planning, 
provisioning, and servicing of the 
network. 

3. THE FORCES THAT SHAPE TRAFFIC STANDARDS 

3.1 General 

Traffic standard development is influ
enced by a variety of strong external forc
es, for example: 

changing technology and its appli
cation, (including new services 
with their new traffic character
istics), 

customer service expectations, 

government regulation, and 

international standards activities 
(CCITT). 

The rest of section 3 discusses the 
relevance to the standards designer of 
customer expectations, regulation and 
international standards: section 4 
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discusses the effects of new technology
past, present and future. 

3.2 Customer Expectations 

Transmission standards have long been 
based, at least in part, on sUbjective 
testing. By comparison, it can be diffi
cult to assess customer service expecta
tions by experimenting directly with 
customer perceptions via surveys, or in a 
laboratory. One reason for this is the 
transitory nature of most of the character
istics of traffic performance: a customer 
may be unable to perceive the difference 
between blocking at a 10 percent level 
versus a 15 percent level. More signif
icantly, he may indeed notice a difference, 
but be indifferent to it. This indiffer
ence (or lack of it) is, at least partly, 
an acquired taste and so may vary greatly 
among individuals. Furthermore, in the 
case of laboratory testing, the presence of 
an observer and the subject's awareness 
that his reactions are being scrutinized 
may bias his responses. 

Consequently, assessments of customer 
expectations are typically indirect and are 
based on one or both of the following: 

3.3 

Observations of customer dialing 
behaviour: These observations are 
typically made by Service Analysis 
Bureaus without customer awareness 
and include information on dialing 
time, post dialing delay, and 
frequency and timing of customer 
abandonment. 

Appeals to service consistencY: If 
customers have been ex~osed to 
uniform levels of serVIce for 
prolonged periods, they are likely 
to be averse to any perceivable 
degradations in this service. As a 
result, insight into customer 
expectations can be gained from 
observations of the operation of a 
properly engineered, and properly 
maintained network. 

Regulation 

Bell Canada is a regulated utility. 
As such, many of its internal traffic indi
cators are monitored by the Canadian Radio 
Television and Telecommunications Commis
sion (CRTC) to ensure that the service 
objectives established by Bell Canada are 
being equitably distributed to the public. 

Despite these requirements, fluidity 
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and flexibility of traffic standards admin
istration still exist, as: 

many traffic service indicators are 
not reported (for example, matching 
loss), and 

changing technology can diminish 
the significance of reported traf
fic indicators. (For example, 
Terminating Matching Loss (TML) has 
replaced Dial Tone Delay as the 
dominant local switching standard 
due to the introduction of local 
digital switching technology [1]). 

3.4 International Involvement 

International traffic standards, which 
are used for planning, provisioning, and 
ongoing operations of international 
networks and circuits, are established by 
the International Telegraph and Telephone 
Consultative Committee (CCITT). These 
international standards are documented in 
CCITT lettered and numbered 
recommendations. Bell Canada, as a repre
sentative of the TransCanada Telephone 
Company System (TCTS) together with 
Bell-Northern Research Ltd. participate 
actively in the ongoing study work related 
to these recommendations. The traffic 
standards work on the investigation and 
development of traffic engineering princi
ples, numbering and routing plans, and 
traffic management is of specific interest. 

Decisions taken in the international 
forum by any of the various study groups 
dealing in traffic related matters directly 
affect the development of traffic standards 
for national networks. Therefore, interna
tional traffic standards development is 
closely monitored at the national level to 
assess its service/economic impacts on the 
Canadian network. 

4 • THE EVOLUTION OF STANDARDS 

4.1 The Past 
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For over thirty years, the traffic 
performance of the North American telephone 
network has been expressed primarily in 
terms of various forms of delay and block
ing. The basic methodology was developed 
during the transition from manual to auto
matic call processing techniques. Tele
phone Operating Companies adopted a 

collection of traffic standards which were 
heavily influenced by the prevailing oper
ating and technological conditions of those 
times, namely: 

limited capability to measure traf
fic performance, 

manual operational data collection 
and processing arrangements, 

the costs and engineering 
constraints of step-by-step and 
panel switching technologies, and 

customer dialing behaviour as 
determined by empirical studies. 

Manual data management and other 
administrative restrictions were instru
mental in the emergence of Time Consistent, 
Average Busy Season Busy Hour engineering 
principles for traffic forecasting and 
provisioning. This methodology was based 
on the processing of operational data for a 
single hour of each day for each swiching 
component of concern. This Busy Hour was 
selected on the basis of a short, compre
hensive study which identified the hour 
during which the traffic load was consist
ently the heaviest. 

Data collected for the Busy Hour was 
averaged monthly. The three months of the 
year with the highest average Busy Hour 
loads were called the Busy Season. These 
loads were finally averaged to produce the 
Average Busy Season Busy Hour (ABSBH) load. 

In this way, the quantity of data to 
be processed was reduced to manageable 
proportions and the resulting ABSBH load 
was considered sufficiently accurate for 
teletraffic engineering. Studies of 
customers' dialing behaviour, and the 
economics of the dominant technologies of 
the day, led to the following North Ameri
can service objective for dial tone delay: 
over the course of the busy season, at most 
1.5 percent of all (Busy Hour) calls should 
be subjected to a Dial Tone Delay exceeding 
3 seconds. 

The advent of the No.5 crossbar intro
duced the use of common control switching 
principles and -provided the telephone 
company with greater flexibility to collect 
operational measurements. The architecture 
of the crossbar switch led to the develop
ment of new cross-office congestion meas
urements, such as Outgoing Matching Loss 
(OML) and Incoming Matching Loss (IML). 
These new performance indicators were meas
ured on an ABSBH basis and were defined in 
corresponding standards as 2 percent in 
both cases. 

Crossbar common control components 
were more senstive to traffic variations 
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than components found in earlier switching 
systems. This prompted Time Consistent 
Engineering methods to be extended to 
include the highest busy hour (HDBH) and 
the average of the ten highest busy hour 
(THDBH) loads of the busy season. 

The collection of traffic standards 
had by then grown to encompass the follow
ing: 

MEASUREMENT 

DTD ~ 3 sec. 

IML 

OML 

MEASUREMENT INTERVAL 

ABSBH THDBH 

1.5% 5% (SxS) 

8% (all other 
Switch types) 

2% * 
2% * 

NOTE: * = not applicable 

HDBH 

20% 

* 

* 

These standards were extensively used 
throughout the 1960's and 1970's. During 
this period, Stored Program Control (SPC) 
analog switches were introduced and came to 
dominate new switch installations. In the 
late 1970's, local digital switching was 
introduced, triggering a new phase in the 
evolution of traffic standards which even
tually produced the standards used by Bell 
Canada today. 

4.2 The Present 

The large local digital switches with
in Bell Canada's network have architectures 
which lead to steep load-service curves. 
As a result, switch performance is sensi
tive to traffic variations and load peaks. 
Preliminary work conducted by Bell Canada 
led to the identification of a need for a 
suitable HDBH Terminating Matching Loss 
(TML) standard (for our purposes, TML and 
IML are equivalent and will be used inter
changeably). Subsequent work conducted by 
Bell-Northern Research under Bell Canada 
funding concentrated on invesitgations of 
customer service expectations and digital 
switching machine performance character
istics in order to establish a basis for a 
HDBH TML standard. 

4.2.1 Customer Service Expectations 

Studies of the matching loss charac
teristics of pre-DMS switching technologies 
employed by Bell Canada indicated that the 
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high day busy hour TML would be unlikely to 
exceed 10 percent. For reasons given 
earlier, this provided strong support for 
an objective TML level of not more than 10 
percent. 

4.2.2 Machine Performance Characteristics 

Often, useful information about prac
ticable service levels may be obtained by 
considering the behaviour of a switch oper
ating at these levels. Figure 1 shows a 
typical relationship between offered and 
carried traffic when originating calls are 
allowed to wait for switching resources, 
but terminating calls are blocked. Half 
the offered traffic is assumed to be origi
nating. 

~-- TOTAL CCS/L1NE 

ORIGINATING CCS/L1NE 

TlRHI~ATING CCS/lWE 

~---------...!---,.....---~ CARRIED CCS/L1NE 

10% TMl 

Figure 1. Relation Between (Originating, 
Terminating) Offered and 

Carried Load/Line 

For those digital switches considered, 
it was found [1] that operation at 10 
percent TML generally maximized the termi
nating traffic carried. Thus, this level 
of TML represented a natural boundary for 
equitable (from a service standpoint) 
switch operation. Further investigations 
[1] considered the interaction of the call 
proce~sing capacity, call carrying 
capaclty, and the wasted resources gener
ated by terminating blocked calls. Typical 
results are shown in Figure 2. 

For the largest machine configurations 
currently feasible, operation in the range 
of from 4 to 10 percent TML maximized total 
system capacity. 
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CAU 
PROC[SSIIIG 
ATTElIPT 
CAPACITIES 

CAll ATTfllPTS 

CARRYING CAPACITY 

1 
EfFECTIVE CAll 

- - - - _ _ _ .FOR DIFFERENT 

DECREASING SIIITCH SIZE 

IlACHINE 
CONFIGURATIONS 

~-'-':----'---------4ll4l III 

Figure 2. Relation Between TML and 
Machine Capacities Expressed 

as Effective (non-Blocked) 
Attempts 

4.2.3 Current Traffic Standards 

As a result of the preceding consider
ations, a new Bell Canada corporate stand
ard is in place today: 

Measurement Measurement Interval 

THDBH 

DTD ~ 3 sec. 1.5% 5% (SxS) 

IML/TML 

OML 

NOTE: * 

8% (all other 
switch types) 

2% * 

2% * 

not applicable 

4.3 The Future 

20% 

10% 

* 

As discussed in Section .3.1, evolu
tionary pressure on traffic standards comes 
from a variety of sources, including rapid
ly changing technology, radically new 
services, and the ways in which both are 
administered. 
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4.3.1 New Technology 

In the near term, the increasing use 
of hjgh-capacity local digital switches can 
lead to high-risk situations if deliberate 
care is not exercised in teletraffic engi
neering. Specifically, the prediction of 
HDBH loads for such switches becomes 
crucial due to their sensitivity to load 
variations. 

Prediction accuracy is being improved 
by the development of new traffic load 
forecasting tools using Kalman filtering 
[2], [3] and the James-Ste in method [4] . 
More importantly, the basis of teletraffic 
engineering itself is being refined through 
the investigation of new methods such as 
Extreme Value Engineering [5]. 

In the long run, a number of techno
logical innovations will provide the main 
impetus for standards evolution, namely: 

"open" office systems which will 
allow voice, text, and data 
exchange among terminals and 
systems with diverse protocols via 
a single Business Communication 
System (PBX), and 

the integration of voice and data 
on the public network. 

Two common threads link these new 
developments. The first is the universal 
nature of the network: the network becomes 
a common medium for the exchange of diverse 
forms of information. The second is the 
availability of many new generic services 
on both private and public networks. 

4.3.2 New Services 

In the past, only one type of service 
was available in the telephone network, 
namely, point-to-point voice 
communications. A number of new services 
have either recently been made available by 
Bell Canada or are undergoing field trials. 
These include: 

Envoy 100: text messaging, 

Conference 100: 
controlled voice 
and 

operator 
teleconferencing, 

iNET: database access for inquiry 
or data retrieval. 

Other service offerings are probable, 
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for example: 

per event pay T.V., 

voice and 
messaging, 

integrated voice/text 

customer initiated teleconferencing 
for audio and video, and 

intelligent networking where people 
interact with databases through 
electronic mediation. 

The traffic characteristics of an 
integrated multiple service traffic stream 
differ from those of 'Plain Old Telephone 
Service' or POTS in three main ways [6], 
[7] : 

1. Holding Times: 

2. 

POTS holding times tend to have a 
mean of around 3 minutes. Hold~ng 
times in an integrated serVlce 
traffic stream will vary from very 
short (20 seconds for per event 
pay T.V.) to very long (30 minutes 
for teleconferencing). 

Number of Simultaneous 
Connections: 

POTS calls require only a single 
point-to-point network connection: 
some services in an integrated 
service stream require multiple 
connections. 

Experience with voice teleconfer
encing in Bell Canada indicates 
that conferences may use, on the 
average, 4 or 5 simultaneous 
connections from various central 
offices in the network to a 
centrally located conference 
bridge. 

Experience with the COCOS elec
tronic mail system at 
Bell-Northern Research indicates 
that each letter may be sent, on 
the average to three destinations. 

3. Traffic Pattern: 

Some of the new services are more 
'peaky' than POTS. Per event pay 
T.V. services are particularly 
predisposed to large surges of 
traffic concentrated within a 
short interval preceding the start 
of major programming events. 
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followed by relatively long idle 
periods. 

Given that these characteristics hold 
for an integrated service traffic stream, 
the resulting impact on blocking and delay 
in the network needs to be considered: 

Blocking: 

The blocking encountered in the use 
of a service offering typically 
increases with the number of simul
taneous network connections needed. 

Access Delay: 

This takes different forms 
private and public networks. 

in 

In a private network, various 
resources, such as tie trunks, may 
be accessed on a delay basis. 
Customers that are allowed to wait 
for resources that are serving an 
integrated traffic stream have been 
shown to experience longer delays 
than customers would accessing a 
homeogeneous traffic stream of the 
same intensity. 

In public networks, many resources 
are provided on a blocking basis, 
and customers typically wait only 
for dial tone. However, access 
delay is still important in a 
different sense. If customers have 
a strong desire to access a partic
ular service (as they will in the 
case of a scheduled teleconference 
for example) they will redial their 
access attempt on being blocked. 
If the blockage is due to a facili
ty serving an integrated traffic 
stream (a trunk group for example), 
then the probability of success on 
the reattempt is less than it would 
be in the case where the facility 
served a homeogeneous traffic 
stream of the same intensity. As a 
result, access delay in the form of 
the number of reattempts needed 
till successful connection is long
er in the presence of integrated 
traffic on the network. 

The result of the increased bloc~ing 
and access delay in an integrated serVlces 
network is that either the numbers of 
interconnection links (trunks) must be 
increased to preserve current 
grades-of-service, or else these 
grades-of-service must be relaxed. 

Other services are more 'bursty' 4.3.3 New Traffic Standards 
than POTS. Typically, interactive 
terminal sessions involve the 
exchange of dense bursts of data The new services currently envisioned 
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will involve new interactions between 
user and the network. In particular, 
network will support data processing 
storage, and so will need new traffic 
measurements and objective standards. 
of the following may be suitable: 

message delivery time, 

key stroke response time, 

the 
the 
and 

data 
Some 

memory integrity and availability, 
and 

processing accessability. 

It should be noted that key stroke 
response is a novel type of standard inso
far as it would apply for the duration of a 
terminal session. Traditionally, traffic 
standards have been applied only to the 
processes by which the network is accessed 
and services are invoked. The actual use 
of a particular service was then subject 
only to transmission standards. 

5. A METHODOLOGY FOR MANAGING THE EVOLU
TION OF STANDARDS 

Traffic standards development or 
revision requires a carefully planned and 
managed program of: 

research (data acquisition, model
ling, etc.), 

practical 
findings 
trials}, 

validation of research 
(typically through field 

documentation, and 

monitoring (for verification and 
enhancement of the standard). 

Bell Canada, in conjunction with 
Bell-Northern Research Ltd., have devised a 
methodology to implement such a program. 
This methodology consists of seven steps: 

1. The identification of the need for 
a specific standard. This can 
come from any of the following: 

Operations or Engineering 
Staff responsible for 
equipment provisioning or 
performance analysis, 

Technology Development 
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Staff engaged in assessing 
the applications of new 
technology, and 

Research and Development 
Staff who have privileged 
access to product informa
tion and are in a position 
to predict network traffic 
implications. 

2. The definition of the need, which 
consists of: 

a careful documentation of 
the problem, and 

a plan of action specify
ing objectives and any 
interim checkpoints (or 
milestones) together with 
an identification of the 
agents responsible for 
their timely completion. 

3. Carry out research. The research 
goals are to characterize the 
traffic in the "new environment" 
(if applicable) and the impact of 
the standard on the existing 
network, its equipment, and 
customers. Included in this 
activity are data acquisitions and 
documentary research, as well as 
modelling and suitable experimen
tation. 

4. Optimization of the standard. 
Here an analysis of the standard's 
impact on service and economics is 
used to formulate final recommen
dations. 

5. A field or concept trial is used 
to verify laboratory recommen
dations and perform any necessary 
fine-tuning of the standard. In 
some cases this involves a simple 
documentation review by experi
enced operational field personnel. 
In others, restricted field appli
cations are made through the 
co-ordinated efforts of interested 
operations and research staffs. 

6. Implementation. In this stage 
Bell Canada assumes the responsi
bility for the final documentation 
of the standard and its support 
systems (operational practices, 
user instructions, etc.). 

7. Ongoing Monitoring. This is done 
to assess further improvement or 
modification needs for the stand
ard. The responsibility for this 
activity is shared as identified 
in (1) above. 
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It should be evident that the task of 
traffic standards development is complex 
and expensive. Nevertheless, it is a 
worthwhile acitivity as it maintains the 
balance between costs and benefits which 
helps Bell Canada to remain competitive in 
the marketplace. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Teletraffic standards are subject to a 
wide variety of pressures, each with its 
unique affect on the design and operation 
of the public switched telephone network. 
The seven step traffic standards develop
ment method now being jointly used by Bell 
Canada and Bell-Northern Research takes 
these pressures into account. The impact 
of the evolution of technology, its utili
zation, and the related service 
opportunities on the existing network is 
assessed in terms of customer service 
levels and equipment cost. The arrangement 
provides a vehicle for the continued 
enhancement and ongoing monitoring of traf
fic service objectives. It is an essential 
part of rationally coping with change in 
the telecommunication industry. 
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Q.1 

A •. l 

(J.R. De Los Mazos) 

In your paper you seem to pay spec~al attention to the deter
mination of the HDBH. Would it st~ll be so critical if systems 
were provided with adequate overlo~d controls.? 

(J.[. Lee; & 'R. i Armolavicius) 

We took the point of view tnat overload controls should be used 
to cope with abnormal operating conditions, that is, to contend 
with traf~ic loads beyond I those fo~seen in the provisioning 
plan. Regular, recurring ' high day . loads were viewed as normal 
operating! conditions. Which. are important primarily because the 
architecture of modern switching systems makes these machines 
sensitive: to load variations. 

Q.2 (P. Pawlita) 

The paper: emphasized the need for standards for a) "message 
delivery time" and B) "keystroke ~esponse time (p.7). There C\re 
many degrees off freedom in defining these service characteristics, 
because ppssibly characteristics of end user systems including . 
terminals" h~gher level protocols, "Broadcasting" (in case of I 

electronic mail) and appl~catiori background ., must ~be c.onsidered. 

How would you define these two standards? 

A.2 (J.I. Lee & R. Armolavicius) 

Ultimately, both of these standards must be selected in a way 
that' plaoes emphasis 'on customer 'service expectations. Message 
delivery times on the order of several minutes do not appear to 
pose 'a problem but key.stroke ~, respol:u~e times. must be .much ' ~ 
shorter On the order of tenths of a second. Beyond that, the 
picture is complicated by the fa.ct that different priori ties 
of servioe may be involved, for example, some messages may be ' 
more' importan.t and may need immediate delivery, keystroke 

, response delay for simple tasks (text editing) needs to be very 
short but . may be longer for more complex tasks (compiling a 
program, searching a database) without adverse customer reaction. 
This ~s an area of active research within our organizations. ' 

\~ 
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Q. 3 (J. Rub as ) 

A.3 

The authors discuss only maxi~um loss and delay standards at 
specified traffic load levels ~ Would it not make good 

'engineering and economic sens~ tQ specify differ~nt per
' formance standards for normal · and concessional tariff 
periods, and to relate grade of service to the cost of 
this service to the customer? 

(J. Lee, R. Armolavicius) 

Basing standards on th~ ' cost qf 'providing a given level of 
service is a ve'ry attractive approach. To the best of my 
awareness, only indirect 'versions of this method are com- . 
monly used by telcos. These 1ndirect methods ar~ typically 
like thqse pres~n ted in . our pq.per (for example, maximi ze 
switch capacity, minimize some undesirable aspect of switch 
performance, etc.). This sit~ation is changing however: .
private networks are marketed :on the basis of "cost per 
uni t of performance" to some c1egree today, transmission 
systems ' are being deve'loped that will allow a large deg~ee 
of choice by corporations in selecting the performance -
provided --- again on the basis of what they are .willing : 
to pay. One of :' the main barriers to using such 'an approach 

, in the pUblic network is the .extensive sharing of resources. 
Switches and faqilities are used ,for a multitude of local, 
toll, private, and public services. As a resul t," it may ' 
be possible to base performance directly on the basis of ' 
the costs born by subsc;-ibers, but it may: not be -'practicable. 


